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areas LM and RL, but not V1, AL, or AM,

further delineates dorsal and ventral

streams in the mouse.
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SUMMARY

Spanning about 9 mm2 of the posterior cortex sur-
face, the mouse’s small but organized visual cortex
has recently gained attention for its surprising
sophistication and experimental tractability [1–3].
Though it lacks the highly ordered orientation col-
umns of primates [4], mouse visual cortex is orga-
nized retinotopically [5] and contains at least ten
extrastriate areas that likely integrate more complex
visual features via dorsal and ventral streams of
processing [6–14]. Extending our understanding of
visual perception to the mouse model is justified by
the evolving ability to interrogate specific neural
circuits using genetic and molecular techniques
[15, 16]. In order to probe the functional properties
of the putative mouse dorsal stream, we used mov-
ing plaids, which demonstrate differences between
cells that identify local motion (component cells)
and those that integrate global motion of the plaid
(pattern cells; Figure 1A; [17]). In primates, there are
sparse pattern cell responses in primate V1 [18, 19],
but many more in higher-order regions; 25%–30%
of cells in MT [17] and 40%–60% in MST [20] are
pattern direction selective. We present evidence
that mice have small numbers of pattern cells in
areas LM and RL, while V1, AL, and AM are largely
component-like. Although the proportion of pattern
cells is smaller in mouse visual cortex than in primate
MT, this study provides evidence that the organiza-
tion of the mouse visual system shares important
similarities to that of primates and opens the possi-
bility of using mice to probe motion computation
mechanisms.

RESULTS

In an effort to extend our understanding of visual information

processing in the rodent system so that we may capitalize on

experimental advantages, we have used a common stimulus

from primate research to probe motion processing in the mouse

model. We used intrinsic signal imaging followed by two-photon

calcium imaging in layer 2/3 of 2- to 4-month-old anesthetized

mice to record responses to grating and plaid stimuli in primary
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visual cortex (V1) and four extrastriate areas (lateromedial [LM],

anterolateral [AL], rostrolateral [RL], and anteromedial [AM]).

Although visual areas in the mouse are quite small, borders

between areas can be functionally mapped using intrinsic signal

optical imaging [21], ideally with a periodic stimulus [13, 22].

We therefore first used intrinsic signal optical imaging during

the presentation of a full-field continuous contrasting-reversing

checkerboard bar in altitude and azimuth directions to semi-

automatically determine borders between visual areas (Figures

1C and 1D; [7, 13, 21, 22]). With this method, functional maps

can be accurately computed for each mouse, allowing for indi-

vidual identification of visual area borders, important due to

small area size and slight differences between mice [13]. Using

these functional maps overlaid on blood vessel patterns as

a guide, we then loaded Oregon Green Bapta (OGB) into layer

2/3 of the targeted area (Figure 1E).

Moving plaids consist of two drifting gratings combined addi-

tively and offset by an angle (Figure 1A; [23]). In primates, visual

area medial temporal (MT)/V5 contains cells that respond to the

global motion of the plaid, termed ‘‘pattern’’ or ‘‘pattern direc-

tion-selective (PDS)’’ cells (Figure 1B; [17]). Other cells, present

in both V1 and MT, encode the individual gratings of the plaid

and are termed ‘‘component’’ or ‘‘component direction-selective

(CDS)’’ cells (Figure 1B). Thus, after OGB loading, we investi-

gated the responses of cells to full-screen 100%contrast drifting

gratings and 120� plaids (50% contrast for each grating) moving

in 12 different directions to identify cells that responded to either

the individual, component motions of the plaid or the global,

perceived motion of the plaid (Supplemental Experimental

Procedures;[17]).

We imaged thousands of cells in V1, LM, AL, RL, and AM in 34

different animals (Table S1). Of these cells, 15%–25% (depend-

ing on visual area) were responsive (DF/F > 6%) and reliable

(determined by a d0 metric [7]; Supplemental Experimental Pro-

cedures) to at least one type of stimulus (LM: 12.8% [588 out

of 4,577]; AL: 13.4% [508 out of 3,970]; RL: 17.6% [921 out

of 5,232]; V1: 25% [1,192 out of 4,743]; Table S1), consistent

with previous studies investigating visual responses in these

areas in both awake [8] and anesthetized [7] mice. Only cells

meeting the responsive and reliable criteria for at least one stim-

ulus were included in further analysis to determine stimulus

preferences.

We then looked to see whether these cells responded to

gratings, plaids, or both. While some cells were responsive

and reliable to both stimuli, certain cells responded only to the

simple drifting gratings, and another subset responded solely

to plaids (Figure 2A). Across areas, there were differences in
9–1764, June 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1759
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Figure 1. Classifying Pattern-like and Component-like Responses

to Plaid Stimuli in Multiple Visual Areas

(A) Schematic of sinusoidal gratings and plaids. Left plaid has same pattern

motion as grating; right plaid has a different pattern motion but contains the

rightward-moving grating component.

(B) Left: hypothetical response to grating. Center and right: generated pre-

dictions for pattern and component tuning curves in response to plaids. The

pattern response is identical to the DS cell response to the grating, whereas

the component response has two lobes to account for the two directions of the

plaid (one direction shown in A) that contain the preferred component.

(C) Sample azimuth and altitude intrinsic signal imaging (ISI) data from one

animal with five repeats of the stimulus. Contour lines are overlaid in black;

area borders as determined by semi-automatic border analysis are overlaid in

white. The scale bar represents 500 mm.

(D) Visual field sign computed as the sine of the difference in the angle between

the horizontal and vertical map gradients. Regions with a red visual field sign

have a non-mirror representation of visual space, whereas areas in blue have a

mirror representation. Regions that are not clearly red or blue lack retinotopic

structure. Identified visual areas are labeled.

(E) Left: visual area borders generated from (C) and (D) overlaid on blood vessel

picture. Right: subsequent OGB loading into targeted areas. The scale bar

represents 500 mm.

Figure 2. Sample Tuning Curves and Distribution of Responses to

Gratings and Plaids

(A) Example tuning curves from V1, AL, and RL, demonstrating diverse visual

responses to grating or plaid stimuli. Left: V1 cell responds above baseline

(gray) to both gratings (cyan) and plaids (orange dashed line). Center: AL cell

responds to only gratings. Right: RL cell responds only to plaids. Shaded

area around curves represents SEM; gray baseline shaded area is the mean

DF/F ± SEM. The scale bar corresponds to 5% DF/F.

(B) Percent of responsive and reliable cells in each area that responded to only

drifting gratings, only 120� plaids, or both.
(C) Percent of cells that were DS (DSI > 0.5), taken out of the total number of

responsive and reliable cells.

See also Figure S1.
the proportions of cells that were responsive to each stimulus

(Figure 2B); while 38%–46% of responsive and reliable cells in

V1, LM, AL, and AM responded to both gratings and plaids,

60% (553 out of 921) of cells in RL responded to both. AL had

the highest proportion of cells responsive only to gratings

(43%; 218 out of 508), while V1 and RL had the lowest (22%

and 24%, respectively). A relatively high proportion (37%; 441
1760 Current Biology 25, 1759–1764, June 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier L
out of 1,192) of cells in V1 responded exclusively to plaids and

not gratings (Figure S1).

Only cells that respond to both gratings and plaids can be

assessed for their preference for pattern or component motion

[17]. Furthermore, only direction-selective (DS) cells can be

pattern or component motion DS (by the standard definition).

Therefore, the subset of cells that were responsive and reliable

to both gratings and plaids were then tested for direction selec-

tivity. In V1, about 19.6% of these cells were DS (determined by

standard metrics where direction selectivity index [DSI] > 0.5),

whereas 22.8%–29.2% of cells in LM, AL, and AM were DS,

consistent with previous reports (Figure 2C; [7]). We found a rela-

tively low percentage of DS cells in RL (17.5%), possibly because

the stimulus was not optimized for the high-temporal and low-

spatial frequency preferences of this area [7]. The cells that

were responsive and reliable to both gratings and plaids and

were also DS were included in the subsequent component and

pattern correlation analyses.

In order to characterize cells as pattern, component, or

unclassified, we generated predicted tuning curves for pattern

and component cells from the grating responses for each cell,

as previously described (Figure 1B; [17]). The two predicted

tuning curves were then correlated with the responses to the

plaid stimulus to give two correlation values for each cell, Rc

and Rp. These correlation values were then normalized with a
td All rights reserved



Figure 3. OGB and SR101 Loading in V1 and RL with Cell Examples

(A) Example two-photon data from V1 (top) and RL (bottom) with OGB

(neurons) and SR101 (glia) loading. The scale bar represents 50 mm.

(B) Sample tuning curves from component, unclassified, and pattern cells.

Z-scored component (Zc) and pattern (Zp) values are given for each cell.

Numbered circles in the images (A) indicate neurons that correspond to the

numbered tuning curves (B). Values within polar plots indicate DF/F scale to

the inner dotted ring of each plot.
Fisher r-to-Z transformation to permit the calculation of a differ-

ence between correlation values, generating Z pattern (Zp) and

Z component (Zc; [24]). A significantly high Zp value classifies

the cell as PDS, whereas a high Zc value classifies it as CDS.

Cells with correlation values that were not significantly different

from each other or zero were deemed unclassified.

Cell responses to the stimulus set of grating and plaids varied

on a continuum from PDS to CDS responses. Some cells were

CDS and had a very clear bi-lobed tuning curve in response to

plaids because a plaid moving in two different directions con-

tained the grating component that the cell preferred (Figure 3B).

Alternatively, several cells responded to just one plaid with the

same global motion as its preferred grating (Figure 3B) and

were therefore PDS.

Across areas, the proportion of PDS, CDS, and unclassified

cells differed: LM and RLwere the only areas containing cells ex-

hibiting pattern direction selectivity (Figure 4A). Approximately

5.8% of cells in LM were PDS (4 out of 69), while 8.3% (8 out

of 96) of cells in RL were PDS. V1 had no PDS cells, but 30.1%

(25 out of 83) of the cells included in the analysis (as described

above) were classified as CDS. Area AL wasmarked by the high-

est percentage of CDS cells (39.5%, 15 out of 38), with many

cells that had well-tuned responses to both gratings and plaids.
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Lastly, AM did not have any PDS cells, but 30.8% (8 out of 26)

were clearly CDS. In addition, we conducted a subset of exper-

iments with awake-behaving mice, but this did not drastically

change the proportion of pattern cells in RL (Figure S1). Each

area had a set of cells that did not significantly correlate with a

CDS or PDS prediction, though often these were qualitatively

component- or pattern-like (see cell example 2 in Figure 3B).

In addition to cells that are clearly classified as CDS or PDS,

the unclassified cells have biases in their responses that can

be observed as the difference between Zc and Zp. We therefore

also computed a component index for each cell by subtracting

Zp from Zc to obtain a more graded measure of how the cell re-

sponses differed across areas (Figure 4B). The distributions of

Zc � Zp values as well as their means differed between the

populations of cells sampled in each area, with AL being the

most component-like and RL the most pattern-like. Specifically,

the mean Zc � Zp value was highest (most component-like) for

area AL (1.53 ± 0.22, mean ± SEM) and was lowest (most

pattern-like) for LM (1.05 ± 0.18) and RL (0.97 ± 0.18). The

mean values for areas V1 and AM were intermediate (1.32 ±

0.17 and 1.37 ± 0.24, respectively).

When proportions of CDS, unclassified, and PDS cells were

compared across areas, there were clear significant differences.

The number of PDS, unclassified, and CDS cells was signifi-

cantly different between V1 and LM (p < .05), V1 and RL (p <

.01), and AL and RL (p < .05), as determined by a Fisher’s

exact test (Figure 4B; these differences remain significant

when corrected for multiple comparisons with a Benjamini-

Hochberg procedure; false discovery rate [FDR] = 0.2). While

the number of PDS cells was significantly different in RL and

LM when compared to V1, AL and AM were not different from

V1 (Figure 4B).

DISCUSSION

While mice have been shown to have multiple visual cortical

areas with functional preferences, it is unknown whether these

areas generate higher-order functional specializations like those

in the primate visual system. In particular, it is unknown whether

mice compute complex visual movement akin to primates. To

further assess the potential of mouse visual system for eluci-

dating circuit mechanisms of complex behaviors, we turned to

the plaid stimulus, which has proved useful for visual neurosci-

ence in cats and monkeys for the past 30 years [17].

Here, we present evidence that mice have cells that can

compute pattern motion and that in the five areas that were

tested, these cells are found only in visual areas LM and RL.

Meanwhile, mouse V1, AL, and AM do not have any evidence

of PDS responses. We found CDS responses in all of the visual

areas we tested, suggesting that this is a more fundamental

computation that each area can complete. It should be noted

that our experiments were restricted to layers 2/3 of cortex,

and it is possible that there are laminar differences in responses

to plaids. In essence, V1, AL, and AM appear to be ‘‘blind’’ to the

global motion of the stimulus, even though many cells in these

regions responded in some way to the plaid stimulus. On the

contrary, proper processing of moving plaids to provide accu-

rate information about the global movement of the stimulus is

effectively completed in specific cells of areas LM and RL, which
9–1764, June 29, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1761



Figure 4. Pattern and Component Correlation Plots by Visual Area

(A) Z-transformed pattern (Zp) versus component (Zc) correlation for V1, LM, AL, RL, and AM. Cells with tuning curves plotted to the right are denoted as stars in

the scatterplots. All cells are colored according to classification (red indicates pattern, black indicates unclassified, and blue indicates component). Gray lines

divide plots into areas that are significantly pattern direction selective (PDS), unclassified, or component direction selective (CDS). Outside ring of polar plots is

color coded for each visual area. Values within polar plots indicate DF/F scale to the inner dotted ring of each plot; inner ring is 10% DF/F unless otherwise noted.

(B) Mean component index (Zc � Zp) by visual area. Error bars show SEM. *p < 0.05 (Fisher’s exact test).

(C) Top: schematic of mouse visual areas. Bottom: average Zc score plotted against the average Zp score for each visual area. Error bars show SEM. The visual

area corresponding to each point is indicated by colors in top area schematic.

For further characterization of these data, see Figure S2.
may constitute a dorsal, movement-sensitive pathway in the

mouse [7, 8]. This integration is essential for correctly computing

optic flow and effectively initiating movement.

Although RL contains a much lower percentage of pattern

cells than seen in primate MT, it is worth noting that it shares

other important similarities with MT. Anatomical studies have

suggested that RL is a node of the mouse dorsal stream [10].

Like MT, RL receives direct input from V1 as well as V2/LM [9,

10], and both MT and RL have a bias toward the lower visual field

in their retinotopic organization [13, 25]. RL projects to barrel and

whisker motor cortex as well as deep layers of the superior colli-

culus [11], suggesting it is involved in navigation and visually

guided orienting. In addition, RL exhibits multisensory enhance-

ment for visual and tactile stimuli [26].
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Despite these similarities, there is a marked difference in

the direction selectivity of MT and RL—almost every cell in

MT is DS [27, 28], whereas about 18%–27% of RL cells are

DS [7]. Shown here, RL is the most pattern-selective area in

the mouse, with 8% of DS cells responding to pattern motion.

While this is a small proportion compared to primate MT,

it is unlikely these were recorded by chance in light of

the differences between RL and V1. In addition, because the

stimulus was not optimized for each individual neuron as

in single-cell electrophysiology, it is likely that we have under-

sampled the number of responsive and potentially pattern-

selective cells. Future studies will need to address the known

anatomical and functional markers of MT, such as surround

suppression, binocular disparity, and DS V1 inputs [29] in
td All rights reserved



order to fully test the validity of the comparison between RL

and MT.

Previous studies have shown that mice can compute the

global motion of a stimulus but have not explored the mecha-

nistic basis for this behavior [30]. The presence of PDS cells in

the mouse suggests that they achieve this computation in a

similar way to primates, but with fewer cells overall. It is possible

that the downstream consequences of pattern integration, such

as motor output for head or body orienting, are achieved with

fewer cells that can compute such motion, or that these compu-

tations are completed in networks rather than individual cells.

Our observation that many cells respond to plaid stimuli (Fig-

ure 2), often in ways that did not conform to a CDS or PDS pre-

diction (Figure 4), suggests that mice might employ a novel

computation to perform pattern motion integration and inform

downstream behavioral output. This speculation is further sup-

ported by the fact that many cells, even in V1, responded signif-

icantly to plaids, but not gratings (Figure S1). Such cells might

support sensation of global motion differently than in primates,

obviating the need for large numbers of PDS cells. Alternatively,

these cells might prefer spatial frequencies that were present in

the plaids, but not the gratings.

Evidence for pattern direction selectivity in LM and RL, but not

V1, AL, or AM, can build on current anatomical frameworks to

inform proper parsing of dorsal and ventral streams in the

mouse. While most of the focus has been on pattern selectivity,

we are intrigued by the high proportion of component cells in AL.

Previous studies have suggested that AL is a gateway to the

dorsal stream [7, 9], yet the present work suggests that it is not

involved in plaid motion integration, a prominent characteristic

of dorsal stream function. On the other hand, anatomical data

have led other researchers to position LM as part of the ventral

stream [9, 10], although it clearly projects to both dorsal and

ventral targets. Indeed, the rationale used to place LM in the

ventral streamplaces V1 there aswell [10]. Our past investigation

into the spatial and temporal frequency preferences of LM [7]

and present data for plaid motion processing suggest that LM

is involved in the dorsal stream as well and may be akin to pri-

mate V2 in this regard [22, 31]. Further functional studies of these

areas with more diverse and complex visual stimuli, including

objects, figure-ground separation, colors, etc., will be necessary

to explicate functional differences and draw a clear hierarchy

between these regions.

As there is a significant gain in response intensity with move-

ment [32, 33], and other researchers have posited that plaid mo-

tion integration may change with brain state ([34], but see [35]),

we ran a subset of experiments in awake animals but did not

see a striking difference in the proportion of pattern cells (Fig-

ure S1). Although preliminary, this suggests that plaid motion

integration does not depend on the state of the animal [35].

Our work here provides a basis to test the nuances of complex

motion perception in mammalian visual systems and further

unravels the function of higher-order mouse cortex. The demon-

stration of pattern motion-selective cells in genetically tractable

mice, where specific cell types can be selectively manipulated

[15], opens the door to studies probing the neural circuit mech-

anisms that underlie the production of pattern motion cells in

higher-order visual areas from their component motion-selective

V1 inputs. The use of single-cell monosynaptic tracing with the
Current Biology 25, 175
rabies virus [36, 37] in conjunction with genetically encoded

calcium indicators could be a fruitful way to understand which

cells provide inputs to pattern cells and how and when these

inputs are combined [38, 39]. Already, various groups have

capitalized on the methodological advantages afforded by the

mousemodel to address circuit-level questions of visual percep-

tion [40–42]; our work provides a necessary basis for similar

future studies. The presence of pattern cells in mouse visual

cortex suggests that questions regarding the cell types and

connectivity motifs that underlie pattern motion computation

can indeed be investigated in the mouse model.
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Figure S1, Related to Figure 2. (A) Histograms of DSI selectivity for all responsive and reliable 

cells in each visual area. Values reflect percentages of responsive and reliable cells. (B) 

Histograms of DSI in response to plaids for all cells that responded exclusively to plaids (but not 

gratings). Values reflect percentages of responsive and reliable cells. (C) Polar plots for 

example cells that responded to plaids but not gratings. Many cells demonstrate bi-directional 

tuning to plaids, others responded broadly to plaids. Outside ring of polar plots is color coded for 

each visual area. Values within polar plots indicate ΔF/F scale to the inner dotted ring of each 

plot; inner ring is 5% ΔF/F unless otherwise noted. Responses to gratings are solid lines; plaids 

are dashed lines. 



 

 



 

Figure S2, Related to Figure 4. Further analysis of pattern and component selectivity. (A) All 

pattern cell tuning curves. PDS cells were found in LM and RL. Solid red tuning curves are in 

response to drifting gratings, dashed dark red tuning curves are in response to plaids, light blue 

lines are component predictions. Values within polar plots indicate ΔF/F scale to the inner 



 

dotted ring of each plot; inner ring is 10% ΔF/F unless otherwise noted. (B) Overlay of 

normalized tuning curves in response to 90° and 120° plaids for LM (left) and RL (right). Tuning 

curves for PDS and CDS cells within LM or RL were normalized, centered, and then averaged 

to generate an average tuning curve for each cell classification: PDS cells (red), CDS cells at 

90° plaids (black, when data was available), and CDS cells at 120° plaids (blue). Shaded 

regions indicate S.E.M. (C) Z-scored component and pattern correlation plot for awake-

behaving RL experiments (3 animals, n = 20). (D) Plaid indices for cells in area RL (n=96; same 

cells in Figure 4) plotted against D-Prime (top) and Response Magnitude (bottom). Left - Pattern 

correlation scores (Zp). Center - Component correlation scores (Zc). Right - Component index 

(Zc-Zp). (E) Zp scores plotted against DSI values, for each visual area. Vertical dotted line 

denotes DSI criterion of 0.5 for plaid analysis. Cells with DSI values greater than 1.5 have been 

placed in last bin (DSI = 1.5). (F) Characterization of responses to plaids in cells with bi-

directional tuning. The population of responsive and reliable cells was restricted to cells with 

OSI > 0.5, without a DSI restriction, and pattern/component correlations were calculated as 

previously described and displayed as in Figure 4. Cells with tuning curves plotted to the right 

are denoted as stars in the scatterplots. All cells are colored according to classification (red-

pattern, black-unclassified, blue-component). Gray lines divide plots into areas of significantly 

Pattern Direction Selective (PDS), unclassified, or Component Direction Selective (CDS). 

Values within polar plots indicate ΔF/F scale to the inner dotted ring of each plot; inner ring is 

5% ΔF/F unless otherwise noted. Overall, more cells were included in these analyses, as more 

cells met the OSI > 0.5 criteria. In V1, LM, RL, and AM, additional bi-directional pattern cells 

were identified. (G) Mean Component Index by area; error bars show S.E.M. Means were 

significantly different as tested with a one-way ANOVA (p=.0007). (H) Significant differences 

between proportions of PDS, unclassified, and CDS cells (*p < .05; as tested with a chi-square 

contingency table). 

 



 

 

Area Anim 
Fields 

of 
View 

Total # 
of Cells 

Sampled 

Responsive 
& Reliable 
(to gratings 

and/or 
plaids) 

R&R to 
Gratings (a) 

R&R to 
Plaids (b) 

R&R to 
Gratings 

and Plaids 
(c) 

Included in 
Plaid 

Analysis 
(cells in (c) 

with 
DSI>0.5) 

CDS 
Cells 

PDS 
Cells 

V1 9 18 4743 1192(25.1%) 749(15.8%) 903(19.0%) 489(10.3%) 83(1.7%) 25 0 

LM 8 26 4577 588(12.8%) 466(10.2%) 369(8.1%) 247(5.4%) 69(1.5%) 26 4 

AL 7 18 3790 508(13.4%) 414(10.9%) 284(7.5%) 190(5.0%) 38(1.0%) 16 0 

RL 10 26 5232 921(17.6%) 772(14.8%) 702(13.4%) 553(10.6%) 96(1.8%) 25 8 

AM 8 12 1818 264(14.5%) 223(12.3%) 162(8.9%) 121(6.7%) 26(1.4%) 8 0 

Awake-behaving experiments: 

RL 3 8 1188 92(7.7%) 78(6.6%) 74(6.2%) 60(5.1%) 20(1.7%) 3 1 

 

Table S1, Related to Figure 4. Summary of Experiments. Fields of view represent individual 

experiments, often in the same animal. Percentages reflect proportion of total number of cells 

sampled. Shaded region includes cells that were responsive and reliable to both grating and 

plaid stimuli as well as direction selective, and were therefore included in subsequent analyses 

to determine component and pattern selectivity. Anim: animals; R&R: Responsive & Reliable; 

DSI: Direction Selectivity Index; CDS: Component Direction Selective; PDS: Pattern Direction 

Selective.



 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures 

Animal procedures. Experiments were performed on adult (2-4 month) C57/BL6 mice (male 

and female) under isoflurane anesthesia (0.5-1.2%) with chlorprothexine (10 mg/kg) as a 

sedative during visual stimulation. Carpofen (5 mg/kg) was administered subcutaneously prior to 

surgery, and ibuprofen (30 mg/kg) was given in drinking water for one week following. Custom 

circular head frames were mounted to the skull with dental acrylic. Eyes were kept moist with 

ointment during surgeries, and covered with a thin layer of silicone oil during visual stimulation. 

All experiments were approved by the Salk Institute’s Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee. 

Intrinsic signal optical imaging. The skull was thinned and covered with 1.5% agarose and a 

coverslip. The  stimulus was a full-field continuous contrast-reversing checkerboard bar in both 

azimuth and altitude directions [S1]. Absolute retinotopy was computed from phase maps of the 

response using the difference of the hemodynamic delays for opposing directions of the same 

orientation. Each trial was 183 seconds, with 10 drifts of the bar across the 55-inch LED screen. 

The stimulus was spherically corrected to account for distortions in size and spatial frequency 

that occur when projecting a sphere onto a flat screen. We used an automated program to 

identify visual area borders based on their field sign maps [S2, S3] and overlaid those borders 

with blood vessel pictures to accurately target calcium dye loading (Figure 1). 

Two-photon calcium imaging. 1-3 days after intrinsic imaging, a 5-6 mm diameter craniotomy 

was made over the targeted region and calcium indicator Oregon Green 488 Bapta-1 AM (Life 

Technologies) and astrocyte marker Sulfurhodamine (SR101; [S4]) were loaded 125-225 µm 

beneath the pia. Dye was loaded into the center of the targeted visual area and this was 

confirmed with the retinotopic stimulus during two-photon imaging. The craniotomy was covered 

with 1.5% agarose and a coverslip, gently applying pressure to brain. Occasionally, a duratomy 

was also performed prior to securing the coverslip. Scan parameters were 256x256 lines/frame 



 

at 2 ms/line. Mice were positioned 13 cm from the screen, which was centered on their eye and 

pointed towards their nose at a 30° angle.  

Two-photon stimuli. Individual gratings were 100% contrast sine waves. Plaid gratings were 

each 50% contrast sine waves; therefore with the addition of these gratings, the plaids were 

also 100% contrast. Plaids consisted of two gratings that were 120° (majority of experiments) or 

90° (subset of experiments in LM; Figure S1B, black line); data shown in main figures were with 

120° plaids. Stimuli were 4 sec and shown in 12 different directions, with a SF of .04 or .025 

cycles/deg, and TF of 1, 1.5, or 2 Hz. Each stimulus was repeated 5-8 times, and responses 

were averaged across these repeats to calculate a mean time course. Each area was shown a 

combination of SF and TF, biased towards optimal parameters for the individual areas [S1]. 

Typically, fields of view were imaged once with one combination of SF and TF. If fields of view 

were imaged multiple times, only the field of view with the most responsive cells was used in 

further analysis. Akin to intrinsic imaging, the stimulus was spherically corrected to account for 

distortions in size and spatial frequency at the periphery. Stimuli were presented full-screen. 

Prior to the presentation of gratings and plaids, a drifting checkerboard bar (akin to intrinsic 

imaging experiments) to ensure that imaging was occurring in the center of visual space (< 60 

deg). Both intrinsic signal and two-photon stimuli were generated by a customized 

PsychToolbox interface, and data acquisition was controlled by a modified version of 

ScanImage 3.8 (www.scanimage.org).  

Preprocessing of calcium data. Regions of interest (ROIs) around each cell were created 

using a semi-automatic procedure, separately for the OGB channel (neurons and glia) and the 

sulfarhodamine-101 channel (glia; Figure 3, though these fields of view have notably few glial 

cells). Glial cells were removed from the analysis of the OGB channel by removing any ROIs in 

the OGB channel that overlapped with ROIs in the SR-101 channel, leaving only neurons for 

further analysis. To account for drifts in the image over time, we applied a movement correction 

algorithm that aligned each trial of the experiment to the average image of the first trial by 



 

determining the highest cross-correlation between images. Baseline fluorescence (FB) was 

averaged within each cell ROI for each trial during a 2 sec prestimulus period during which a 

gray screen was presented. The stimulus-evoked time course was converted from absolute to 

relative fluorescence by computing ΔF/F = (FI-FB)/FB, where FI is the instantaneous, stimulus-

evoked fluorescence signal over the last 3 sec of the stimulus. This ensured averaging of peak 

signal and avoidance of averaging over preliminary cell responses, which often have different 

tuning properties in response to plaids [S5]. 

Identification of responsive, reliable, and direction-selective cells. Further analysis was 

restricted to cells that were responsive (ΔF/F > 6%) and reliable to both grating and plaid stimuli, 

as determined by a response reliability metric (δ),  

𝛿 =   
𝜇!"# − 𝜇!"#$%
𝜎!"# + 𝜎!"#$%

 

where µmax and σmax are the mean and standard deviation of the response to the preferred 

direction for 5-8 repeats of the stimulus and µblank and σblank are the mean and standard 

deviation of the response during blank trials (also 5-8 repeats). This metric has been shown to 

be an effective way to exclude cells with noisy, unreliable responses [S1]. A direction selectivity 

index (DSI) was also computed for each cell, defined as 

𝐷𝑆𝐼 =   
𝜇!"# − 𝜇!""
𝜇!"# + 𝜇!""

 

where µmax is the mean response to the preferred direction and µopp is the mean response to the 

opposite direction [S1,S6]. Cells with a DSI > 0.5 were considered direction-selective and were 

included in the pattern/component analysis. 

Awake behaving OGB experiments. For awake experiments, headframing was done with 

C&B Metabond Dental Cement ® for more stable structural support. Animals were trained for 

two sessions (1 hour each) on a vertical running wheel (Personal communication, T. Sato), on 

which they became proficient at walking/running. OGB was loaded as described in Experimental 



 

Procedures. Thirty minutes after loading, the mouse was allowed to fully wake up (~1.5 hours 

post loading). Imaging was performed while the mouse was stationary or moving on the wheel, 

though the mice spent almost all of their time sitting still. Additional movement correction 

algorithms (StackReg and Template Matching plugins in ImageJ) were applied to correct for 

movement. Stimuli during awake experiments were identical, although the screen was 

positioned at 20-22 cm from the mouse due to the base of the vertical wheel. 

Classification of component and pattern cells. After using the responses to the grating to 

identify reliable and responsive direction-selective cells, we generated predictions for pattern 

and component cell tuning curves as previously described [S5, S7]. These predictions were 

then compared with the actual plaid tuning curves using the partial correlation equation: 

 

𝑅! =
𝑟! − 𝑟!𝑟!"

1− 𝑟!! 1− 𝑟!!
  

 

𝑅! and 𝑅! values for each cell were then transformed with a Fisher’s r-to-Z transformation to 

stabilize the variance [S5]. Each value of 𝑍!  and 𝑍! was then tested for significance: if 

𝑍!  exceeded 𝑍!   (or zero, if 𝑍!   is negative) by 1.28 (p > 0.01), the cell was deemed a pattern cell, 

and the reverse was used to classify component cells. Cells with 𝑍!  and 𝑍!   values that were not 

significantly different were termed unclassified. For each cell, we subtracted Zc-Zp to obtain a 

Component Index. As prior studies have almost exclusively used this classification paradigm 

with spike rates, it is imperative to consider the potential nonlinearities in the calcium signal. 

However, previous studies have shown that OGB is linear with the low spike rates as seen in 

anesthetized mice [S8, S9]. 

 

 

𝑟!  =  raw  correlation  of  the  data  with  the  pattern  prediction  
𝑟!  =raw  correlation  with  the  component  prediction  
𝑟!"   =  correlation  between  the  two  predictions  
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